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A pro-p-group is called thin if its lattice of closed normal subgroups contains no
more than p q 1 pairwise incomparable elements. An investigation of certain
Ž . winfinite thin pro-p-groups was made in A. Caranti et al. Quart. J. Math. Oxford 47
Ž . x1996 , 279]296 , by studying the graded Lie algebras associated with their lower
wcentral series. In particular, the main result of A. Caranti et al. Quart. J. Math.
Ž . xOxford 47 1996 , 279]296 asserts that those graded Lie algebras are, in certain
cases, uniquely determined by their quotients of low dimension. In the present
paper we construct pro-p-groups which have, associated with their lower central
wseries, the graded Lie algebras of A. Caranti et al. Quart. J. Math. Oxford 47
Ž . x1996 , 279]296 . Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we construct some examples of thin pro-p-groups. A group
of p-power order, where p is a prime number, is said to be thin, according
w x Ž .to Br , if all anti-chains subsets of pairwise incomparable elements in its
lattice of normal subgroups have at most p q 1 elements. For example, a
p-group of maximal class is thin. Its lattice of normal subgroups consists of
Žwhat we call a diamond on top the lattice of subgroups of an elementary
2 . Ž w xAbelian group of order p , followed by a chain. It turns out see CMNS
.for references and further explanations that the lattice of normal sub-
groups of a thin group always looks like a sequence of diamonds linked by
chains. More precisely, the lower central factors in a thin p-group are
elementary of order p or p2, and every normal subgroup lies between two
consecutive terms of the lower central series.
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w xThe paper CMNS focused on pro-p-groups, where the definition of thin
applies after replacing ``normal subgroup'' with ``closed normal subgroup.''
As a consequence of N. Blackburn's results on p-groups of maximal class,
Žthe length of the chain between the first two diamonds first chain length in
.what follows in an infinite thin pro-p-group can only be an odd number
Žless than p to be precise, saying that this length is l means that
Ž . Ž .g G rg G is the first non-cyclic lower central factor of G afterlq2 lq3
X. w xGrG . In CMNS it was proven that the number of possibilities for the
Žfirst chain length of an infinite thin pro-p-group is independent of p for
.p ) 5 , namely, this length can only be 1, 3, or p y 2. The case p y 2
occurs for the so-called Nottingham group, which is currently being investi-
w xgated by several people. The main result of CMNS says that in the
Ž .remaining cases with a further assumption in case of length 1 there are,
up to isomorphism, three possibilities in all for the graded Lie algebra
Žassociated with the lower central series of the group but no such unique-
.ness statement can be made for the group itself . We quote the exact
w xresult from CMNS .
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime, G an infinite thin pro-p-group, and L
the graded Lie algebra o¤er F associated with the lower central series of G.p
Ž .a If G has first chain length 3, and p ) 5, then L is uniquely
determined up to isomorphism.
Ž .b If G has first chain length 1, p ) 3, and the largest class-four factor
group of G has order p6, then L has one of two isomorphism types.
w xThe Lie algebras L of the theorem were realized explicitly in CMNS as
the graded Lie algebras associated with the lower central series of certain
Lie algebras T over the ring of p-adic integers. We observe that such L
Ž . Ž .are thin for p G 5 in case a and for p G 3 in case b . However, the
hypotheses on p in the above theorem need strict inequalities, because the
situation becomes much more complicated when the length of the first
Žchain reaches its maximum value p y 2 this is where the Nottingham
.group comes in , and new isomorphism types for L may appear besides
those mentioned in the theorem.
The goal of the present paper is to construct pro-p-groups which have
the Lie algebras L of the above theorem as the graded Lie algebras
associated with the lower central series. If the prime p is big enough
Ž Ž . Ž ..namely, as it turns out, if p ) 7 in case a and p ) 3 in case b , it is
possible to apply the Baker]Campbell]Hausdorff series to the Lie alge-
bras T, making them into the desired groups. However, we choose a
Ž .different approach, which allows p s 5 or 7 in case a and p s 3 in case
Ž .b . Furthermore, our approach, described in Section 2, produces the
pro-p-groups in a rather explicit way, as matrix groups over a p-adic field.
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We reverse the order followed in the above theorem by constructing the
Ž .groups for the simpler case b first, in Section 3, and treat the more
Ž .complicated groups of a later, in Section 4.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let F be a finite extension of the p-adic number field Q , with absolutep
ramification index e, and let ¤ denote the unique valuation of F whichp
extends the normalized p-adic valuation of Q . We fix an element u g Fp
Ž .with ¤ u s 1re, and let R denote the valuation ring of F.p
Ž . Ž wThe matrix algebra M F is a complete normed algebra see Bo, p.n
x.174 with the usual norm
5 5 y¤ pŽ x i j. <x s max p i , j s 1, . . . , n , for x s x g M F , 4 Ž . Ž .0 i j n
but it may be convenient to consider also different norms, as we see. We
Ž . Ž Ž ..consider the following R-Lie subalgebra of M F and, in fact, of M R :n n
1
<L s x g M F ¤ x G for i G jŽ . Ž .n p i j½ 5e
i y j q 1
<s x g M F ¤ x G .Ž . Ž .n p i j½ 5en
w xWe are interested in L because the Lie Q -algebras T defined in CMNSp
and mentioned in the Introduction have explicit realizations as matrix Lie
algebras closely related to L. Thus, we construct a pro-p-group out of L
Žwhich shares with L the same graded Lie algebra associated with suitable
.filtrations of G and L .
A direct method of obtaining a group from L is endowing L, or some
suitable open Lie subalgebra of L, with a group operation defined by the
Ž w Ž .xBaker]Campbell]Hausdorff formula see La, Chap. IV, 3.2 , or
w x.DduSMS, Sect. 10.5 . However, the Baker]Campbell]Hausdorff formula
Ž . Ž Ž .can be applied to the entire L only if g L : pL where g ? denotespy1 i
the ith term of the lower central series for a Lie algebra or a discrete
.group, and its closure for a pro-p-group , and this condition is easily seen
to be equivalent with p ) en q 1. Since L is a matrix algebra, a more
explicit, but equivalent, approach is constructing the desired group as
Ž .exp L , where exp denotes the ordinary exponential power series. Again,
this requires the prime p to satisfy p ) en q 1, as in Proposition 2.2
below. We follow the different approach of constructing the group in the
form G s 1 q L. This gives the same group as the exponential map when
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the latter applies, but has the advantage that it also works with smaller
primes p.
w Ž .xTo begin with, following an exercise in La, Chap. III, 3.2.7 we obtain
Ž . 5 5 Ž .a new norm on M F from the norm ? of a matrix ring M E over a0n n
larger field E, via an inner automorphism. Let E be a finite-dimensional
Ž .extension of F, with ramification index n over F. Let h g E with ¤ h sp
Ž . Ž 2 n.1r en , and let D be the diagonal matrix D s diag h, h , . . . , h . Then
the formula
5 5 5 y1 5x s D xD , for x s x g M E ,Ž . Ž .0 i j n
Ž . Ž .obviously defines a new norm on M E , and a new norm on M F byn n
Ž . 5 5 yw Ž x .restriction. For x g M F it can be easily checked that x s p ,n
where
i y j
w x s min ¤ x y i , j s 1, . . . , n .Ž . Ž .p i j½ 5en
5 5 Ž Ž ..With respect to the new norm ? or, equivalently, to the valuation w ? ,
L has the simpler definition
1
y1rŽ en.< 5 5 <L s x g M F x F p s x g M F w x G .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n n½ 5en
For any non-negative integer i, we define
< 5 5 yi rŽ en.L s x g M F x F p ,Ž . 4i n
yi rŽ en. Ž .the closed ball of radius p in M F . In particular, note thatn
L s uL for all i G 0. Then A s L is an associative R-subalgebra ofiqn i 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..M F in fact, of M R . The subsets L for i a non-negative integer aren n i
ideals of A as an associative algebra, and form a filtration of A, since it
Žfollows from their definition that L L : L for all i, j G 0 where L Li j iqj i j
.denotes the associative product of ideals . As a consequence, the L fori
i G 1 are also ideals of L s L as a Lie algebra and, in fact, they form a1
filtration of L as a Lie algebra. Hence we may form a graded associative
Ž . ‘ Ž .algebra gr A s [ L rL associated with the filtration of A, andi iq1is0
Ž . ‘ Ž .its graded ideal gr L s [ L rL , regarded as a Lie algebra, is thei iq1is1
graded Lie algebra associated with the filtration of L.
Ž .The set G s 1 q L is a subgroup of the group GL R of all invertiblen
Ž .elements of M R . Its subgroups G s 1 q L , for i a positive integer,n i i
w xform a central filtration of G, according to Bo, Ch. II, Sect. 4 . Since the Gi
are open subgroups of p-power index which form a base for the neighbor-
Žhoods of 1 in the Hausdorff topological group G, and G is complete being
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Ž .. Ž .a closed subset of M F , G is a pro-p-group. Denoting by gr G then
graded Lie Z-algebra associated with this filtration of G, we quote the
w xfollowing result from Bo, Chap. II, Sect. 5, Proposition 3 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. The bijection gi¤en by x ‹ 1 q x from L onto G
Ž . Ž .induces an isomorphism of graded Lie Z-algebras g : gr L “ gr G .
Note, however, that the filtrations of L and G are not the lower central
Ž . Ž .series of L and G. Note also that gr L , and hence gr G , are Lie algebras
over the residue field RruR of F and, hence, over the prime field F .p
If, in addition, we have py1rŽ en. - py1rŽ py1., which is equivalent to
w xp ) en q 1, then Bo, Chap. II, Sect. 8, Proposition 4 also applies and
gives the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.2. If p ) en q 1, the power series exp defines an analytic
bijection exp: L “ G, with analytic in¤erse defined by the power series log.
Furthermore,
exp x ’ 1 q x mod L ,Ž . iq1
if x g L , for i G 1, and hence exp induces the same graded Lie F -algebrai p
Ž . Ž .isomorphism g : gr L “ gr G of Proposition 2.1.
The second statement of the above proposition follows from the fact
that
mm 5 5x x mŽmy1.rŽ py1. 5 5 5 5s F p x - x ,
< <m! m!
5 5 y1rŽ py1.for x - p and m ) 1.
Ž . Ž .If L resp., G is a Lie subalgebra of L resp., subgroup of G , its Lie
Ž .subalgebras L s L l L resp., subgroups G s G l G form a centrali i i i
Ž .filtration of L resp., G . Because of the canonical isomorphisms L l
Ž . Ž .L rL l L ( L l L q L rL , the graded Lie algebra gr L as-i iq1 i iq1 iq1
sociated with this central filtration can and is canonically identified with a
Ž . Ž .graded Lie subalgebra of gr L . Similarly, the graded Lie algebra gr G is
Ž .identified with a graded Lie subalgebra of gr G .
We define the Lie subalgebra
<sL s x g L tr x s 0 , 4Ž .
of L, and the closed subgroup of G, hence a pro-p-subgroup,
<SG s 1 q x g G det 1 q x s 1 . 4Ž .
As an example of the notation defined above, sL denotes sL l L .i i
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Ž Ž .. Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. We ha¤e g gr sL s gr SG .
Ž .Remark 2.4. If p ) en q 1 we have exp sL s SG, according to
Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.2 and the well-known formula det exp x s exp tr x . Hence
Proposition 2.3 follows immediately in this case.
Proof. For x g L we havei
det 1 q x s det 1 q Dy1 xD ’ 1 q tr Dy1 xD s 1 q tr x mod h 2 i ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .in the valuation ring S of E. If det 1 q x s 1 then we have b s tr x g
Ž 2 i . Ž iq1 . Ž .h S l R : h S l R, for i G 1. Hence, we obtain tr x q y s 0 by
Ž .taking, for example, y s diag yb , 0, . . . , 0 g L . This shows thatiq1
SG y 1 : sL q L .i i iq1
Ž . ŽIn the other direction, assuming that tr x s 0 yields that b s det 1 q
. Ž iq1 . ŽŽ .Ž ..x y 1 g h S l R, for i G 1. Therefore, we obtain det 1 q x 1 q y
ŽŽ .y1 .s 1 by taking, for example, 1 q y s diag 1 q b , 1, . . . , 1 g 1 q L iq1
s G . This shows thatiq1
1 q sL : SG ? G ,i i iq1
and concludes the proof.
Now assume that p is odd. Let a ‹ a be a field automorphism of F, of
order 1 or 2, let F be its fixed subfield, and let R s F l R. An0 0 0
F -algebra automorphism x ‹ x of A is induced in the obvious way, that0
tŽ . Ž .is, x s x if x s x . Let x ‹ x denote matrix transposition. If J gi j i j
y1 tŽ . ŽGL F is a non-singular matrix such that J J is a scalar matrix inn
.particular, if J is symmetric, skew symmetric, or Hermitian , then the map
U y1 t Žx ‹ x s J x J is an F-semilinear involution or involutory anti-automor-
. Ž .phism of M F . Thenn
U t< < 4  4oL s x g L x q x s 0 s x g L x J q Jx s 0
is a Lie F -subalgebra of L, and0
U t< <OG s 1 q x g G 1 q x 1 q x s 1 s x g G 1 q x J 1 q x s J 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
is a closed subgroup of G. We also put soL s sL l oL, and SOG s SG
l OG.
It will not be necessary to assume that LU s L. However, in some parts
of the proof of the following proposition we need the hypothesis DU s D,
where D is the Lie subalgebra of all diagonal matrices of L. In particular,
Žthis forces J to be a monomial matrix in other words, a matrix in which
.every row and every column contains exactly one non-zero entry . From
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U Ž .UD s D it follows that D l L s D l L for all i, because D l L si i i
?Ž iy1.r n@ ?Ž . @u D, where i y 1 rn denotes the largest integer which does not
Ž .exceed i y 1 rn.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.5. Let p be odd. Let J g GL F be a non-singular matrixn
y1 t Ž Ž .. Ž .such that J J is a scalar matrix. Then we ha¤e g gr oL s gr OG .
U Ž Ž .. Ž .If , in addition, D s D, then we also ha¤e g gr soL s gr SOG .
Ž .Remark 2.6. If p ) en q 1 we have exp oL s OG, according to
Proposition 2.2, and because it is well known that
ttx J q Jx s 0 if and only if exp x J exp x s J .Ž .Ž .
Hence Proposition 2.5 follows immediately in this case.
Proof. First of all, we have to prove that OG y 1 : oL q L , for alli i iq1
i G 1. In fact, we prove the stronger statement that OG y 1 : oL q L ,i i 2 i
and similarly in the other parts of the proof.
Ž .U Ž .Let x g L such that 1 q x g OG. Then x satisfies 1 q x 1 q x s 1,i
U U U Ž .y1which becomes x q x q x x s 0, and also yields x s 1 q x y 1 s
Ž .y1yx 1 q x . We have to find y g L such that x q y g oL, that is, such2 i
Ž .U Ž .that x q y q x q y s 0. We take
y1U U1 1 1 2y s y x q x s x x s y x 1 q x g L .Ž . Ž . 2 i2 2 2
Then y satisfies our requirements, and our claim is proved.
We observe in passing that the element x q y g oL that we have
constructed is given by the sum of a series starting as x q y s x y x 2r2 y
x 3r2 y ??? . In case p ) en q 1, this should be compared with the element
Ž . 2 3log 1 q x s x y x r2 q x r3 y ??? g oL, which represents the same el-
Ž .ement as x q y in gr oL , according to Remark 2.6. Thus the formal
Ž . 2 Ž .power series X y 1r2 X r 1 q X which defines x q y plays the role of
Ž .a substitute for the formal power series log 1 q X .
Ž .Now suppose, in addition, that det 1 q x s 1. As in the proof of
Ž . Ž 2 i . Ž .Proposition 2.3, we have tr x g h S l R, whence b s tr x q y g
Ž 2 i . Ž .h S l R. Thus, the diagonal matrix d s diag b , 0, . . . , 0 belongs to
L . Because of our hypothesis DU s D, the matrix dU is diagonal and2 i
Ž .Ž U .belongs to L . It follows that z s 1r2 d y d g oL . By taking traces2 i 2 i
UŽ . Ž . Ž .in x q y s y x q y we see that b s yb , whence tr x q y q z s 0.
We conclude that SOG y 1 : soL q L . Note that the argument of thisi i 2 i
paragraph is superfluous if the field automorphism a ‹ a is the identity,
UŽ . ŽŽ .Ž .. Ž .Ž Ž . Ž ..because tr x q y s tr 1r2 x y x s 1r2 tr x y tr x s 0 in that
case.
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Now we prove that 1 q oL : OG ? G .i i 2 i
U Ž .ŽLet x g oL , whence x q x s 0. We find y g L such that 1 q x 1i 2 i
. Ž .U Ž .U Ž .Ž .q y g OG, that is, such that 1 q y 1 q x 1 q x 1 q y s 1. If we
Ž .U Ž 2 .Ž .take into account that x g oL, this becomes 1 q y 1 y x 1 q y s 1,
As in the first part of the proof, the trick is choosing 1 q y to be
U-invariant. Hence we take
y1r221 q y s 1 y x ,Ž .
as defined by evaluating for X s x 2 the power series
‘
y1r2 2 iyi i1 y X s 4 X ,Ž . Ý ž /i
is0
which has coefficients in Z , for p odd. It is clear that the series converges,p
Ž .U Ž .U Žthat 1 q y g G , and that 1 q y s 1 q y. The fact that 1 q y 1 y2 i
2 .Ž .x 1 q y s 1 proves our claim.
As we did in the first part of this proof, it may be instructive to compare
Ž .Ž .the first few terms of the series expansion of the element 1 q x 1 q y g
Ž .Ž . 2OG that we have constructed, namely, 1 q x 1 q y s 1 q x q x r2 q
3 Ž . 2 3x r2 q ??? with the element exp x s 1 q x q x r2 q x r6 q . . . g OG,
which only exists if p ) en q 1. In this case, the role of a substitute for the
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .1r2formal power series exp X is played by the series 1 q X r 1 y X s
Ž .1r2 Ž .1r21 q X r 1 y X . Another possible substitute could have been the
Ž 2 .1r2series X q 1 q X , which is the formal inverse of the series X y
Ž . 2 Ž .1r2 X r 1 q X used in the first part of the proof as a substitute for
Ž .log 1 q X .
Ž .Suppose, in addition, that tr x s 0. Once again, as in the proof of
Ž . Ž 2 i . ŽŽProposition 2.3, we have det 1 q x y 1 g h S l R, whence b s det 1
.Ž .. Ž 2 i . Žq x 1 q y y 1 g h S l R, and the diagonal matrix 1 q d s diag 1 q
. Ub , 1, . . . , 1 belongs to G . Again because of our hypothesis D s D, the2 i
matrix 1 q dU is diagonal and belongs to G . In particular, 1 q d and2 i
U ŽŽ .Ž U .y1 .y1r21 q d commute. It follows that 1 q z s 1 q d 1 q d g OG .2 i
Ž .U Ž .U Ž .Ž .By taking determinants in 1 q y 1 q x 1 q x 1 q y s 1 we see that
y1Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ1 q b 1 q b s 1, whence det 1 q z s 1 q b . Therefore det 1 q
.Ž .Ž ..x 1 q y 1 q z s 1, and we obtain that 1 q soL : SOG ? G , whichi i 2 i
concludes the proof. We observe that, again, the argument of this para-
graph is superfluous if the field automorphism a ‹ a is the identity,
ŽŽ .Ž ..because it can be easily shown that det 1 q x 1 q y s 1 in that case.
Remark 2.7. The hypothesis DU s D in Proposition 2.5 can sometimes
Žbe weakened. For example, it can be dropped thus allowing J not to be a
.monomial matrix if p does not divide n. The proof in this case would
Ž .require only minor modifications: replacing d s diag b , 0, . . . , 0 with the
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Ž . Žscalar matrix d s diag brn, . . . , brn , and later replacing d s diag 1 q
. ŽŽ .1r n Ž .1r n.b , 1, . . . , 1 with the scalar matrix d s diag 1 q b , . . . , 1 q b ,
Ž .1r n Ž .1r nnoting that the power series 1 q X which defines 1 q b has
coefficients in Z if p does not divide n.p
Although the subgroups SG form a central series of SG, it is not alwaysi
true that they form its lower central series, and similarly for OG and SOG
Ž w x.see, for example, the discussion in Chapter V of L-GPK . For instance,
the subgroups SG do not form the lower central series of SG when pi
Ž . Ždivides n. However, if we happen to know that g sL s sL for all i asi i
.in the examples to be considered in the following sections , then Proposi-
tion 2.3, and an application of the standard Lemma 2.8 to the pro-p group
Ž .SG, allows us to conclude that g SG s SG for all i. Similar assertionsi i
hold for OG and SOG, if Proposition 2.5 applies.
LEMMA 2.8. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group with a central
filtration G s G ) G ) ??? such that the subgroups G form a fundamen-1 2 i
w xtal set of open neighborhoods of 1. Suppose that G s G , G G for alliq1 i iq2
Ž .i G 1. Then g G s G for all i G 1.i i
w x w xw x wProof. We have G s G , G G s G , G G , G G s G ,iq1 i iq2 i iq1 iq3 i
x w xG G , and an easy induction shows that G s G , G G for all k G iiq3 iq1 i k
w x w xq 2. It follows that G s F G , G G s G , G , the topologicaliq1 k i k i
w xclosure of G , G , and the proof is concluded by a further induction on i.i
3. FIRST CHAIN LENGTH 1
Let p be an odd prime, and let T be the Lie algebra over Z freelyp
generated by x, y, and c as a Z -module, and with Lie multiplicationp
defined by
w x w x w xyx s c, cx s py , cy s l px ,
where l is a unit in Z . It is easy to see that the terms of the lower centralp
Ž . Ž . ² :series of T are g T s T, g T s c q pT, and are given in general by1 2
Ž . Ž .the recursive rule g T s pg T for i ) 2. In particular, the loweri iy2
central factors of T are vector spaces over F , and their dimensions arep
Ž . w xperiodic with period 2, 1 . It was shown in Section 4 of CMNS that the
graded Lie F -algebra L associated with the lower central series of T is ap
thin Lie algebra. Indeed, L is either of the two graded Lie algebras
w Ž .x Ž .referred to as in CMNS, Theorem 2 b and quoted in the Introduction ,
depending on the choice of l. More precisely, the two isomorphism types
for L are distinguished by the condition that l is a square of an element
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Ž w x.of Q , or not see CMNS, Section 4 . In this section we construct ap
pro-p-group G, for any odd prime p, such that the graded Lie algebra
associated with the lower central series of G is isomorphic with L.
'Our first task will be embedding T into a matrix ring. Denoting by l a
square root of l in Q or a quadratic extension of Q , the Lie algebrap p
'Ž .T s T m Q l , is easily seen to be split simple of type A . A'Q Ž l . Z p 1p p
w x w x w xChevalley basis e, f , h, with ef s h, he s 2 e, hf s y2 f , is given, for
example, by
1 1 1 2
e s x q y , f s x y y , h s c.ž /' ' 'pl l p l
'Ž Ž ..By inverting the relations above, and identifying T with sl Q l'Q Ž l . 2 pp
via
0 1 0 1e s , f s , h s ,
0 1 0 y1
we obtain
1 1 1x s e q pf s ,Ž . p2 2
' 'l l 1y s e y pf s ,Ž . yp2 2
' 'p l l p
c s h s .yp2 2
With this identification, we have
pa b' 'T s T m Z l s a, b , c g Z l .x'Z w l Z p p½ 5p p pc ypa
'We distinguish two cases, according as l g Q , or not. We supposep
' 'first that l g Q , whence l g Z , because l is a unit in Z . Then wep p p
are in the situation studied in Section 2, with F s Q and n s 2, and wep
have
pa b
sL s a, b , c g Z s T s T .x'p Z w l½ 5 ppc ypa
Also, the description of the lower central series of T given earlier shows
Ž .that g sL s sL for all i G 1. An application of Proposition 2.3 andi i
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Lemma 2.8 shows that the lower central series of the pro-p-group
1 q pa b
SG s a, b , c, d g Z , a q d q pad s bcp½ 5pc 1 q pd
Ž .is given by g SG s SG for all i G 1, and that the associated graded Liei i
Ž . Ž .algebra gr SG is isomorphic to L s gr sL . Note that if p ) 3, according
Ž .to Remark 2.4, we also have SG s exp T , but for p s 3 the exponential
map does not converge on all of T.
Thus, for any odd p we have constructed a thin pro-p-group whose
associated graded Lie algebra belongs to one of the isomorphism types of
w Ž .xCMNS, Theorem 2 b , which we have quoted in the Introduction. This
wgroup SG is the ``binary p-adic group'' M described in Hu, Kap. III,0, 1, 1
xSect. 17 .
We finally note that the nilpotent matrices e and pf generate T as a Lie
Z -algebra. It follows that a pair of topological generators for the pro-p-p
group SG is given by
11 11 q e s exp e s and 1 q pf s exp pf s .Ž . Ž . p 11
Now we turn to the other isomorphism type of L, starting again with the
'Lie Z -algebra T constructed above, but this time assuming that l f Q .p p'Ž .Since l is a unit of Z , the quadratic extension Q l of Q is unrami-p p p 'Ž .fied, and the p-adic norm on Q extends uniquely to a norm on Q l ,p p
given by
1r22 2'< < < < < < < <a q b l s a y b l s max a , b , for all a, b g Q . 4p p p
'Ž .Regarding T as a Lie subalgebra of the normed Lie Q l -alge-'Q Ž l . pp
'Ž Ž ..bra A s M Q l in the way shown earlier, we see that2 p
' 'pa l b q c l
T s a, b , c g Zp½ 5' 'p b y c l ypa lŽ .
pa b 's a , b g Z l , a q a s 0 ,p½ 5pb pa
'Ž .where overlining denotes the non-identity Galois automorphism of Q l ,p
' 'which sends l into y l .
With the notation defined in Section 2, before Proposition 2.5, with
p'Ž . w xF s Q l , its automorphism a ‹ a as above, n s 2, and J s , wep y1
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can easily see that T s soL. As we did in the previous case for sL,
without doing any calculation in soL we may conclude that its lower
Ž .central series is given by g soL s soL for all i G 1. It is straightfor-i i
ward to check that
1 q pa b 'SOG s a , b g Z l ,a q a q paa s bb .p½ 5pb 1 q pa
Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.8 then show that the lower central series of
Ž .the pro-p-group SOG is given by g SOG s SOG for all i G 1, and thati i
Ž .the associated graded Lie algebra gr SOG is isomorphic with L s
Ž . Ž .gr soL . If p ) 3, we also have SOG s exp T , according to Remark 2.6.
Thus, for any odd prime p we have constructed a pro-p-group with
associated graded Lie algebra belonging to the other isomorphism type of
w Ž .xCMNS, Theorem 2 b .
We find a pair of generators of SOG as a pro-p-group, but we are not as
lucky as in the previous case, because nilpotent matrices generating T do
not exist in the present case. In fact, T does not contain any non-zero
Ž .nilpotent matrix. For p ) 3, a pair of topological generators for SOG can
be obtained by applying the power series exp to a pair of generators of T
as a Lie Z -algebra. Hence, for p ) 3, the pro-p-group SOG is generatedp
by
'l1exp and exp .p 'yp l
A pair of generators for SOG valid for all odd p can be obtained in a
Ž . Ž 2 .1r2similar way by replacing exp with the series 1 q X r 1 y X , which
we have already used in the proof of Proposition 2.5, and are
'1 l1 1y1r2 y1r21 y p and 1 y l p ,Ž . Ž .p 1 'yp l 1
Ž .y1r2where of course 1 y p , being defined by evaluation of the power
Ž .y1r2 Ž .y1series 1 y X , denotes the square root of 1 y p which is ’ 1
mod p.
We observe that SOG is the fixed point subgroup of the automorphism
of the 4-generated pro-p-group
1 q pa b 'H s a , b , g , d g Z l , a q d q pad s bgp½ 5pg 1 q pd
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U y1 y1 t y1Ž . Ž .defined by y ‹ y s J y J. The group H also has an automor-
phism of order 2 given by y ‹ y, whose fixed point subgroup is the group
'SG of the case l g Q , which we examined earlier.p 'Ž Ž . < < .We conclude this section by observing that Q l , ? can be isomet-pp
Ž Ž . 5 5 .rically embedded as a normed Q -subalgebra of M Q , ? via the0p 2 p
map
a b'a q b l ‹ ,
bl a
5 5 Ž .where ? is the standard norm on M Q as defined in Section 2. It0 2 p
follows that our group H can also be realized as a closed subgroup of
Ž .GL Z .4 p
4. FIRST CHAIN LENGTH 3
In this section we construct, for any p G 5, a thin pro-p-group G whose
associated graded Lie algebra L has the isomorphism type referred to in
w Ž .xCMNS, Theorem 2 a , which we have quoted in the Introduction. This
graded Lie algebra L can also be obtained as the graded Lie algebra
associated with the lower central series of a Lie Z -algebra T defined asp
follows. Let p G 5, and let T be a free Z -module of rank 8, with basisp
w xx, y, c, d, ¤ , s, t, w. According to CMNS , the alternating multiplication
defined on T by
w xyx s c,
w x w xcx s d, cy s 0,
w x w xdx s ¤ , dy s 0,
w x w x¤x s s, ¤y s t ,
w x w xsx s 0, sy s 2w ,
w x w xtx s w , ty s 0,
w x w xwx s px , wy s y 2 py
satisfies the Jacobi identity, and therefore makes T into a Lie Z -algebra.p
Ž . Ž .The terms of the lower central series of T are g T s T, g T s1 2
² : Ž . ² : Ž . ² :c, d, ¤ , s, t, w q pT, g T s d, ¤ , s, t, w q pT, g T s ¤ , s, t, w q3 4
Ž . ² : Ž . ² :pT, g T s s, t, w q pT, g T s w q pT, and are given in general5 6
Ž . Ž .by the recursive rule g T s pg T for i ) 6. In particular, the loweri iy6
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central factors of T are vector spaces over F , and their dimensions arep
Ž . w xperiodic with period 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1 . It was shown in Section 3 of CMNS
that the graded Lie F -algebra L associated with the lower central series ofp
wT was a thin Lie algebra, and was the graded Lie algebra of CMNS,
Ž .xTheorem 2 a .
Ž . 'The field Q m , where m s 3 p , is a totally ramified extension of Q ,p p
Ž .and T s T m Q m is a split simple Lie algebra of type A . In fact,Q Ž m . Z p 2p p
² :d, w is a Cartan subalgebra of T , and if j , h form a base for theQ Ž m .p
corresponding root system, a Chevalley basis is
1
e s y , e s s,j yj 2 p
1 1 3 1
e s x q ¤ , e s y c y t ,h yn2 2m 2m 2 p
1 1 3 1
e s c y t , e s x y ¤ ,jqh yjyh2 2m 2m 2 p
1 1
h s y w , h s w q md .Ž .j hp 2 p
Here the choice of signs involved in the construction of a Chevalley basis
Ž Ž ..has been the same as for the Chevalley basis of sl Q m given by3 p
e s E , e s E , e s E , e s E , e s E , e s E , h sj 12 yj 21 h 23 yh 32 jqh 13 yjyh 31 j
E y E , h s E y E , where E denotes the matrix which as 1 as its11 22 h 22 33 i j
Ž .i, j th entry, and 0 elsewhere. Therefore, we identify T withQ Ž m .p
Ž Ž ..sl Q m via the formulas above.3 p
By inverting the formulas which give a Chevalley basis of T weQ Ž m .p
obtain
m
x s e q e , y s e ,h yjyh j3
m m
c s e y e , d s h q 2h ,Ž .jqh yh j h3 3
m
¤ s m e y e , s s 2 pe ,h yjyh yjž /3
m
t s ym e q e , w s y ph .jqh yh jž /3
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Thus, under our identification, T becomes a Lie Z -subalgebra ofp
Ž Ž ..sl Q m and is generated, as a Z -submodule, by the matrices3 p p
0
0 10 1
x s , y s ,0m
0 0
3
m
30 1
m0
c s , d s ,m 3y 0
2m3
y
3
0 0
0 m 2 p 0¤ s , s s ,
yp 0 0
0 ym yp
t s , w s .0 p
yp 0 0
We may note that ¤ s m x and t s ymc, where overlining denotes the
Ž .non-identity Galois automorphism of Q m , which sends m into ym.p
Clearly T is contained in sL, if we adopt the notation of Section 2, with
Ž .F s Q m and n s 3. Moreover, a generic element of T has the formp
a d q a w q b y q g c q g t q d s q « x q « ¤ ,1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
for some coefficients a , a , b , g , g , d , « , « g Z Therefore, its ma-1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 .
trix form is
m
a y pa b g y mg1 2 1 1 23
m
y2 pd a q pa « q m« .2 1 2 1 23
m m m
« y p« y g y pg y2 a1 2 1 2 13 3 3
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We deduce that T consists of all matrices
ma b g
md ma «
,m m
« y g ym a q aŽ .
3 3
w xwith a , b , g , d , « g Z m , b s b , and d q d s 0. If we take the matrix Jp
to be
0 m
J s ,ym 0
3
a straightforward calculation shows that T s soL. From our knowledge of
the lower central series of T we easily conclude that the lower central
Ž .series of soL is given by g soL s soL for all i G 1. An expliciti i
matrix description of the pro-p-group SOG is only a matter of computa-
tion, but is not especially pleasant, and we do not give it here. We only
note that SOG is topologically generated by the matrices
1
m 1 11 1
6exp x s and exp y s .Ž . Ž . 1
m 1
1
3
According to Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.8, the lower central series of
Ž .SOG is given by g SOG s SOG for all i G 1, and that the associatedi i
Ž . Ž .graded Lie algebra gr SOG is isomorphic with L s gr soL . If p ) en q
Ž .1 s 7, we also have SOG s exp T , according to Remark 2.6. Hence, for
any prime p G 5 we have constructed a pro-p-group with associated graded
w Ž .xLie algebra as in CMNS, Theorem 2 a .
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